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OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY PERFORMANCE SUB-COMMITTEE

MINUTES OF MEETING HELD ON FRIDAY, 11 JANUARY 2019

Present: Councillors Raymond Gill, in the Chair; Jeanette Forster and Sam Meteer.

Officers: Steven Brown (Chief Financial Officer), James Young (Scrutiny Officer) and
Clive Willoughby (Democratic Services Officer).

OSC PSC 18/21 Apologies for Absence. 

Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Anne Bradshaw and Felicity Wilson.

OSC PSC 18/22 Declarations of Interest. 

There were no Declarations of Interest made at this meeting.

OSC PSC 18/23 Minutes of meeting dated 21 November 2018. 

RESOLVED - That the minutes of the meeting held on 21 November 2018 be signed by the 
Chair as a correct record.

Arising from the minutes, Councillor Sam Meteer expressed concern that answers to 
questions raised at the meeting remained outstanding.

RESOLVED - That the Scrutiny Officer obtain the outstanding information and circulate to the 
Committee members.

OSC PSC 18/24 2018/19 Quarter 2 Revenue and Capital Monitoring Report 

The Chief Finance Officer introduced the 2018/19 Quarter 2 Revenue and Capital Monitoring 
Report.

Members were advised that since the last meeting, Copeland Borough Council had received a 
Capitalisation Directive from Government in relation to the costs associated with the Cyber-
attack. This allowed the Council to fund revenue costs up to £788k in 2018/18 and £991k in 
2018/19 from Capital Receipts.

During the discussion that followed, it was asked if the decision to Capitalise had to be made 
formally at a Council meeting.

It was further requested that clarification be sought regarding the net overspend within the 
Commercial area, particularly regarding Markets. 

RESOLVED:- that 
a) the report be noted,
b) the Chief Finance Officer liaise with the Solicitor to establish if the decision to 

Capitalise had to be made formally at a Council meeting, and
c) the Scrutiny Officer obtain further clarification regarding the net overspend within the 

Commercial area, particularly regarding Markets.

OSC PSC 18/25 Date and Time of Next Meeting. 
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A date for the next meeting of the Overview and Scrutiny Performance Sub-Committee was 
not set, but would be arranged by the Scrutiny Officer in consultation with the Chair, as soon 
as the next set of Finance reports were available.

The Meeting closed at 1.25 pm 

Chair
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Corporate Strategy 2016-2020 Performance Report for Quarter Three of 2018-19
 (October, November, December)

EXECUTIVE MEMBER:  Cllr David Moore

LEAD OFFICER: Joanne McLeod, Head of Corporate Resource

REPORT AUTHOR: Gillian Butterworth, Performance and Risk Management 
Officer

WHY HAS THIS REPORT COME TO OVERWIEW AND SCRUTINY PERFORMANCE SUB-
COMMITTEE?
The report provides the sub-committee with details of progress and performance against 
the Corporate Strategy 2016-2020 for Quarter Three of 2018-19.

RECOMMENDATIONS: 
a) Note progress and performance against the Corporate Strategy 
b) Note the actions taken to improve compliance with targets. 
c) Make any recommendations for consideration by the Executive

1.        INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Council use a Corporate Strategy Delivery Plan and Key Performance Indicators 

to periodically monitor progress and performance against the Corporate Strategy 
2016-2020.  

1.2 This cover report provides a brief outline of the progress made against the Corporate 
Strategy Delivery Plan and the performance of Key Performance Indicators in quarter 
three of 2018-19.

Full details, analysis and actions taken to improve compliance are documented in the 
appendices to this report; 

 Appendix A – Corporate Strategy Delivery Plan for Q3 of 18-19
 Appendix B - Key Performance Indicator for Q3 of 18-19

2. BACKGROUND 
2.1 For 2018-19 The Corporate Strategy Delivery Plan lists twenty nine Key Deliverables 

that the Council is working to achieve in order to realise the ambitions and outcomes 
of the overarching Corporate Strategy 2016-20.  

2.2 The Key Deliverables are grouped and reported under the four ambitions of the 
Corporate Strategy 2016-20 which are;
 Town Centre Regeneration
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 Commercialisation
 Employment, Skills and Social Wellbeing
 Strengthen our operations

2.4 Each Key Deliverable is broken down into smaller S.M.A.R.T sub-actions that are to 
be completed throughout the year, these are known as ‘Milestones’ and it is the 
achievement or progress of these Milestones that is and monitored and reported 
quarterly.

2.5 Additionally, during 2018-19 the Council is also monitoring a suite of twenty-five Key 
Performance Indicators against the Corporate Strategy. 

3.       QUARTER THREE SUMMARY OF PROGRESS AND PERFORMANCE

3.1 For Quarter three there were a combined 18 Milestones to be completed against the 
Key Deliverables, of which 12 (67%) were completed and 6 were not. (33%)

Full details, analysis and remedial actions are listed in Appendix A.

3.2 Town Centre Regeneration
To realise our ambition of Town Centre Regeneration, the Council is working to 
achieve 10 Key Deliverables in 2018/19.

3.3 During Quarter three, there were 5 Milestones to be completed against these Key 
Deliverables, of which 3 were achieved and 2 were not.

The Milestones that were not achieved relate to:

 Key Deliverable 6_ The Local Plan.  
During Q3, consultation on the preferred options for the local plan was 
expected to be completed.  However, the production of the Local Plan has 
been slowed due to staff resource and recruitment issues.  As such the 
Preferred Options are now expected to be ready for consultation later in Q2 
2019-20.  Subsequently, this is likely to effect the production of the Pre-
Submission Draft of the Local Plan.

 Key Deliverable 10_ Set up of a DMO (Destination Management Organisation) 
led by UCLan.                                                                                                                 
A Destination Management arrangement has already been established in Q1 
to oversee the placement students on Tourism in both Copeland and 
Allerdale.  A student has been in place since September.  A Tourist 
Information Point (TIP) was expected to be operational Q3, however this is 
now expected to be operational by Q4.
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3.4 Commercialisation

Four Key Deliverables have been agreed in relation to our ambition of 
Commercialisation.  In Quarter three there were 3 Milestones to be competed 
against these Key Deliverables, of which 1 was achieved and 2 were not.

The Milestones that were not achieved relate to:

 Key Deliverable 11_ The Beacon Museum 5-year business plan was expected 
to be agreed by Executive and Full Council during Q3, the draft business plan 
is still under development and presentation is now expected in Q4.

 Key Deliverable 13_ Trade Waste – Project plan and PID for the recycling of 
bulky Commercial Waste was scheduled for Q3. However, while there have 
been initial discussions involving the commercial team, due to a lack of 
capacity within the Waste team, this project has not been progressed. Some 
additional capacity will be available on Q4 with the appointment of the new 
Deputy Community Services Manager.

3.5 Employment Skills and Social Wellbeing

 To realise our ambitions relating to Employment Skills and Social Wellbeing, the 
Council is working to achieve nine Key Deliverables in 2018/19.  
In Quarter three there were 5 Milestones to be competed against these Key 
Deliverables, of which all 5 were completed. 

3.6 Strengthened the way we Operate

Six Key Deliverables have been agreed in relation to our ambition to Strengthen our 
Operations.  In Quarter three there were 5 Milestones to be completed against these 
Key Deliverables, of which 3 were achieved and 2 were not.

The Milestones that were not achieved relate to:

 Key Deliverable 24_Cyber Security- The update and delivery against the IT 
improvement plan’ is ongoing and will, but will now be completed in Q4 
owing to the recruitment of a new IT manager who took up post in 
December.  

 Key Deliverable 27_ GIS uplift.  In Q3 it was expected that priority layers if GIS 
would be pushed up to ARC online GIS system and made available for staff.  
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Committee are advised that significant progress on the GIS Migration project 
has been made, however the task has not been completed during Q3 owing 
to prioritisation of Idox project.  There is some work remaining and issues to 
be resolved in relation to access to an Aerial photograph for UK web 
mapping and tasks to be completed to ensure Idox migration to ensure that 
GIS layers are made available to and from Idox.
Expectation is that GIS will be ready for staff by the end of Q4

3.7 KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
 

3.8 As shown in Table 1, at the end of Quarter Three,
 13 KPIs had met their targets set for the quarter – 52% (green)
 Of the 13 KPIs that are on target at the end of Q3, 11 of these have consistently 

met the target in each quarter of the year to date.
 12 KPIs did not meet the target set for the end of the quarter – 48% (red)

Full details, analysis and remedial actions to bring KPIs back on target are listed in 
Appendix B

Table 1

Key Performance Indicator Status at 
end of Q3

KPI 1.1  Percentage of Council Tax collected

KPI 1.2  Number empty homes <6months brought back into use

KPI 3.1  Percentage of Non-domestic Rates Collected

KPI 3.4 Number of apprenticeships within the Council each year

KPI 3.5 a_ Speed of processing - new HB claims

KPI 3.5 b_ Speed of processing - new CTR claims

KPI 3.8 Homeless relief cases processed within time frame

KPI 3.9 Domestic Abuse Project

KPI 4.1 Percentage of complaints resolved at stage one

KPI 4.4b Percentage CTAX collected using DDeb payment method

KPI 5.1 Percentage of 'major' planning applications determined within 13 weeks

KPI 5.2 Percentage of planning 'minor' planning applications determined within 8 weeks

KPI 5.3 Percentage of 'other' applications determined within 8 weeks

KPI 1.3  Number of new homes approved
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Key Performance Indicator Status at 
end of Q3

KPI 1.4  Number of new homes built

KPI 1.5 Number of AFFORDABLE homes BUILT

KPI 1.6  Number of new executive homes built

KPI 1.7 External funding for Economic Development Secured – ANNUAL KPI

KPI 3.6 a_ Speed of processing - changes of circumstances for HB claims

KPI 3.6 b_ Speed of processing - changes of circumstances for CTR claims

KPI 2.1 Additional income generated through Commercial activity ANNUAL KPI

KPI 4.2 Percentage of Freedom of information requests resolved within timescale

KPI 4.3 a_ Percentage of household waste sent for reuse, recycling and composting

KPI 4.3 b_ Percentage reduction in residual household waste

KPI 4.4a Percentage of NDR collected using DDeb payment method

3.9 When reviewing the KPIs that have not met their target for quarter three, the 
Executive are advised of the following;

 KPI’s 1.3, 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6 all relate to new housing within Copeland, however 
the targets for these KPIs are set at national level.

 KPI 1.7_External funding secured for economic development in Copeland.  
The target for this KPI was set at £500,000.00 and in the last financial year we 
exceeded this amount, however the achievement of this target is reliant on 
which funding pots are open to us and how long the application round takes 
to complete.  To date there has been £265,000.00 secured against this target.

 KPI 2.1 Measures additional net income across five named cost centres. This 
KPI will be reported at the end of Q4.

 KPI 3.6a and 3.6b measures the number of days it takes us to process a 
change of circumstances to a Housing benefit and Council Tax Reduction 
Scheme (CTRS) claim.                                                                                               
The target for these KPIs is 10 working days.  During Q3 2018-19 it took us, on 
average 11.98 and 11.36 days respectively to process changes of 
circumstance to claims.  Whilst just outside of the target (10 days) Executive 
are asked to note significant improvement in the performance against this 
KPI over the last year.  In Q3 of 2017/18, as a result of the impact of the 
cyber-attack, the average number of days that it took to process a change of 
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circumstances was 26.65 days.  This equates to a reduction of around 15 
days.  

 KPI 4.2_FOI requests resolved within timescale.  During Q3, 156 (84%) of the 
182 new requests were resolved within the 20-day timeframe.  This KPI was 
not met target partly due to the Information Management Officers dual role 
in December, and an amendment to the variances set against the KPI.

 KPI 4.3 a_ Percentage of household waste sent for reuse, recycling and 
composting.  Due to the way in which the figures are collected and audited, 
39% figure for the end of Q3 is only until the end of November. includes only 
to end November. This will be updated when audited data is available.          
The figure also reflects the end of the seasonal garden waste service and a 
slight reduction in kerbside tonnages, which have recovered in December and 
early January. The target for the year end remains achievable.

 KPI 4.3 b_ Percentage reduction in residual household waste for Q3 was 5.4% 
against a target of 5%.  However, the due to the way in which household 
waste figures are collected and audited, 4.5 % is only until the end of 
November. This will be updated when audited data is available. 

 KPI 4.4a_Percentage of NDR collected using DDeb payment method.  This KPI 
originally measured the combined percentage of C. Tax and NDR collected by 
DDeb payment method.  The KPI was split in Q2 to show C. Tax and NDR 
DDeb collection rates separately.  While the target for both KPI’s remains at 
60%, it should be noted that many businesses prefer to pay business rates by 
CHAPS or BACS rather than direct debit.  

4 CONCLUSIONS

4.1 At the end of Quarter three, 23 out of 29 Key Deliverables are on track.  Explanations 
have been given for the Milestones that were not completed against the remaining 6 
Key deliverables.  It is expected that outstanding Milestones from Q3 will be 
progressed or completed during Q4.

4.2 52% of our KPIs were on target at the end of Quarter three.  Explanations and details 
of actions taken to improve other KPI performance is included within the report and 
appendices.

5.          STATUTORY OFFICER COMMENTS 
5.1 The Monitoring Officer’s comments are:  
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This report provides a progress update to the Executive on key projects and programmes 
arising from the Corporate Strategy.  Any legal issues arising from any individual key 
deliverables will be dealt with as appropriate. 

5.2 The Section 151 Officer’s comments are: 
The financial delivery of the 2016-2020 Corporate Strategy and Plan is shown in the Council’s 
Medium Term Financial Strategy and 2018/19 Budget and Capital Plan. 

5.3 EIA Comments: 
The Corporate Strategy and Service Plans against which performance is measured have 
undergone Equality Impact Assessments.  Individual projects and partnership delivery 
against the Corporate Delivery Plan are subject to provide EIAs.

How will the proposals be project managed and how are the risks going to be managed? 
Project and risk management has been on going throughout the year by managers covering 
all objectives within the plan. Corporate Leadership Team review progress on a regular basis 
and review the Strategic Risk Register monthly.  

 6.  APPENDICIES
APPENDIX A - Corporate Strategy Delivery Plan for Q3 of 2018/19
APPENDIX B - Key Performance Indicator for Q3 of 2018/19
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  Town Centre Regeneration

Key Deliverable 01 _ Agreed corporate vision on the development of Copeland’s tour main towns

Action Description
Quarter Milestone Was the 

milestone 
met?

Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q1 Q1 Three towns (Cleator Moor, Egremont and Millom) 
to create final phase 1 documents

Work programme agreed with Arup and documents currently 
being updated

Q2 Q2 Three towns (Cleator Moor, Egremont and Millom) 
to Executive for approval

Papers went to August Executive meeting

To complete the partnership master-planning 
activity for the four towns started in 2017/18 
and move to implementation of early 
priorities including Whitehaven North Shore 
development and an Innovation Centre 
approach and collaborative schemes in other 
towns to improve service centres and offer 
hub arrangements.

Q3 Q3 Communications and socialising of plans with 
relevant communities including Whitehaven Town 
Council engagement.

Three towns (Millom, Egremont, Cleator Moor) complete. 

Corporate decision to hold Whitehaven Masterplan as a 
framework while key issues progress (including Sellafield 
accommodation and movement strategies, North Shore, 
Whitehaven Relief road, etc.) and revisit in 2019/20.

Key Deliverable 02 _ Implement the public realm element of CPoP

Action Description
Quarter Milestone Was the 

milestone 
met?

Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q1 Q1 Project brief out to tender and consultant appointed On track, tender out and consultant appointed

Q2 Q2 Consultation complete and outline design in place Consultation extended at request of Full Council.  Will complete 
in October

Q4 Q3 Detailed design agreed and procurement of 
contractor under way

Due in Q4 Detailed designs for Whitehaven and Cleator Moor have been 
drawn up as a result of public consultation.  These are being 
taken back to the Project Group, then the respective Town 
Councils during Q4.  Millom and Egremont are both subject to 
potential TROs (Traffic Regulation Orders), so are being 
advanced with County involvement.

Expanding the reach of the Pride of Place 
regeneration scheme through the recent 
changes made and implementing the public 
realm element.

Q4 Q4 Capital works started Due in Q4

Corporate Strategy Delivery Plan
Progress Report for Quarter 3 of 2018/19

                            Appendix A
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Key Deliverable 03 _ Parking Strategy

Action Description Quarter Milestone
Was the 

milestone 
met?

Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q2
Q2 Scope of work agreed During Quarter one an initial meeting was held with key partners 

to start to scope the strategy and discuss the use of digital 
innovation in parking.

Q3
Q3 Partnership arrangements in place CCC carried out tender exercise to procure agreed partner to 

deliver parking strategy. 
 

Working with strategic partners to deliver a 
cohesive car parking strategy to address 
needs and concerns of residents, 
businesses, workers and visitors to 
Whitehaven.

Q4 Q4 Parking Strategy in Place Due in Q4  

Key Deliverable 04 _ Support communities to develop Local housing solutions.

Action Description Quarter Milestone
Was the 

milestone 
met?

Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q1
Q1 First scheme agreed Third Scheme agreed - Ulpha Alms Houses

 
(previous two - Distington and Time to Change underway)

Q2

Q2 Grant spend profiling and Third (Ulpha) scheme 
progressed to next phase o

Three projects in receipt of funding and being monitored, bid for 
82k made to homes England, profiling of spend reported 
through to full council this quarter

Q4
Q3 Rural Housing Needs Evaluation Model – report 
receive and shared with Cumbria Housing Group. Due in Q4

Date amended for project completion, as the model is 
developed but now testing phase is underway.  Agreed end 
march for roll out and close down.

Maintain our focus on community led housing 
opportunities throughout the borough and in 
particular where second home ownership 
impacts on both urban and rural settlements 
housing supply and affordability.

Q4
Q4 Grant spend profiling and number of schemes 
progressed to next phase of key delivery. Due in Q4
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Key Deliverable 05 _ Develop an Environmental Regeneration Programme.

Action Description Quarter Milestone
Was the 

milestone 
met?

Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q1 Q1 Coastal Initiative development and funding bid made  

Q2

Q2 audit and mapping of open spaces and identification of 
scope opportunities

Stage 1 (June - November 2018):
• Reviewing and updating grounds maintenance plot information 
to ensure ownership and maintenance responsibilities are up to 
date. 
• Developing a new GIS layer to incorporate CBC grounds 
maintenance information to include plot feature, quantity, area 
and maintenance frequencies. 

Q3
Q3 Coastal initiative scope finalised Coastal programme updated and Business Case in place.  

Application to Coastal Communities Fund submitted to support 
programme, with further applications ongoing.

To work with key partners in and outside 
the borough to develop a vision and 
programme of Heritage assets and Open 
Spaces to add value and complement the 
World Heritage Site Status as it impacts on 
the social, environmental and economic 
wellbeing of Copeland

Q4
Q4 Development plan for second initiative against 
environmental regeneration programme Due in Q4

 

Key Deliverable 06 _ Local Plan

Action Description Quarter Milestone
Was the 

milestone 
met?

Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q3

Q3 Consult on Preferred Options for the Local Plan The production of the Local Plan has been slowed due to staff 
resource and recruitment issues.  As such the Preferred Options 
are now expected to be ready for consultation later in 2019 
(Summer/early Autumn).  This will have a knock on effect on the 
production of the Pre-Submission Draft of the Local Plan.

To review and update the Copeland Local 
Plan to enable creative and new housing 
led regeneration schemes to be identified 
and delivered.

Q4
Q4 Agreement of Pre-submission draft Local Plan by Full 
Council Q1 2019-20 Due in Q4
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Key Deliverable 07 _ CBC role is to assist community engagement re Egremont Flood Defences

Action Description Quarter Milestone
Was the 

milestone 
met?

Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

To work with lead partners and the 
communities of Egremont in ensuring the 
delivery of the externally funded Egremont 
Flood Defences planned for Skirting and 
Whangs Beck.

Q4

Q4 Community engagement and preparations to start 
work on site and involvement in the project.

Due in Q4

Key Deliverable 08 _ Open for business conference and 2 smaller spin-off summits

Action Description Quarter Milestone
Was the 

milestone 
met?

Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q1
Q1 Hold second OFB Conference Second open for business conference held in April 2018

Q2
Q2 1 OFB specialized spin-off summit Specialised OFB Tourism Seminar is organized for 23rd 

November 2018.  This is to be followed by workshops to be held 
at the Beacon on 5th and 12th November 2018.

Deliver a second Open for Business 
Conference to continue the momentum built 
from the first two years of the Mayors 
engagement with all levels of the local 
business community and national supply 
chain operating locally.

Q4 Q4 Hold second spin-off summit Due in Q4  

Key Deliverable 09 _ Agreed corporate approach on development of the digital approaches to support social and economic diversification

Action Description Quarter Milestone
Was the 

milestone 
met?

Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q4 Q3 Development of digital brief and priorities Due in Q4 Funding in place, with brief to be completed in Q4Finish early work on digital opportunities 
under the Copeland Growth Strategy through 
the launch and running early projects of a 
Copeland Digital Strategy aimed at economic 
and social benefits for residents and 
businesses.

Q4

Q4 Agreed partnership approach to deliver against 
digital priorities

Due in Q4
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Key Deliverable 10_ Set up a DMO West Cumbria led by UCLan.

Action Description Quarter Milestone Outcome Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q2
Q2 1stDraft Destination Management Plan agreed and 
TIC development resource secured (student placement)

Student in place since Sept

Q2

Q2 DMO Board set up and governance in place. A Destination Management arrangement has been put in place 
which oversees the placement students on Tourism in both 
Copeland and Allerdale and link their work together through a 
joint working arrangement.
 
A business led tourism group is already in place for Copeland 
which the Council works with.

Q3 Q3 TIC operational  Tourist Information Point will be operational for Easter 2019 - 
Q4 

Set up a DMO West Cumbria led by UCLan.
(Destination Management Organisation)
 Set up a TIC in Whitehaven
Actively contribute and work with UCLAN and 
other West Cumbria partners to target the 
tourism opportunities in the borough 
including the opening of a Tourist Information 
Centre in Whitehaven.

Q4 Q4 TIC embedded Due in Q4  
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Commercialisation

Key Deliverable 11_ Beacon Museum - New five-year collaboration agreement and business plan with our key collaborator Sellafield.

Action Description Quarter Milestone Outcome Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q2
Q2 18-19 –Draft Five Year Business Plan for the 
Beacon Museum 

Draft in progressProduce and agree a second five year 
collaborative commercial business plan 
for the Beacon Museum (2019-2024)

Q3 Q3 Business plan agreed by Executive and Full 
Council.

 Business plan under developement

Key Deliverable 12_ Bereavement services investment programme.

Action Description Quarter Milestone Outcome Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q1

Q1 Establish a Project Management Team and 
procure external support.

Fortnightly project team established which includes 
representatives from Finance, Property, Procurement and 
Projects. A monthly programme meeting cycle has also been 
established and is chaired by the Executive Director and 
includes a range of service reps, including Communications, 
Legal and Property as required.  

To deliver the Bereavement Services 
investment programme (2018-2021) 
beginning with the Distington 
Crematorium

Q2

Q2 Final design of the Crematorium investment. Rose Project Management commissioned as consultants to 
support the procurement of the second cremator / abatement 
system and the crematorium redesign, including second chapel 
area. Initial feasibility works completed which has included 
building surveys, measured drawings, appraisal / options for 
locating equipment, appraisal of chimney stack and flue, and 
provided a range of information which will support the future 
development of a bereavement services business plan. Next 
stages of work to include the development of PQQ and ITT to 
support procurement of the second cremator and abatement 
systems, and completion of architect's brief.  Tendering works 
almost underway to secure specialist project management and 
architect resources to progress project to the next stage.
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Action Description Quarter Milestone Outcome Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q2

Review and draft new Cemetery and Crematorium 
Regulations and engage Overview & Scrutiny Panel 
in this process

First draft of revisions prepared and presented to OSC panel on 
30 July 2018.  Work is now underway to prepare a final draft for 
approval which incorporates recommendations from OSC, and a 
Communications Plan to support the implementation of the new 
rules.
Outline proposals due to be presented to Informal Executive in 
early September with stakeholder engagement planned for mid 
Sept.  Next meeting of the OSC Task & Finish Group planned 
for 14 September 2018 with final report programmed to be 
presented to Executive in early October.

Q4

Q4 – Contract/works completed.

Due in Q4

• Initial feasibility works completed (June 2018) 

• Works to tender for specialist project management and 
architect resources underway (July 2018).  

Q4

Q4 - Impact on existing service
Reporting quarterly within our existing Project 
Management Framework. Due in Q4

• Fortnightly project management meetings in place 

• Monthly Programme oversight meetings in place 

• Risk Register in place and reviewed at above meetings  

Q4

Q4 Business Plan and contract in place and works 
started.

Actions ongoing - expected completion of all now expected in 
Q4
Technical Project Manager appointed
Architect Services tendered and appointed
Design team established.
Cremator tender published and currently being evaluated

Q4 Q4 Planning application approval Planning application approval now expected in Q4

P
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Action Description Quarter Milestone Outcome Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q1

Q1 - Initial scoping of project to develop and expand 
Trade Waste Services

Despite the domestic recycling service being the focus of the 
Waste team’s attention during the period, the trade waste 
customer base continues to increase including during Q1. 
Methods used to increase customer base include refreshed 
advertising leaflet sent out with annual NNDR bills and 
advertising on the side of our vehicles.
Initial exploration with input from the commercial team  
concluded that a project team would be formed to support 
opportunities to  development and further expand trade waste 
services, It is now anticipated that Project plan and PID to 
develop  will be drafted in Q3

Q3

Q3 Setting up project with plan and PID which set 
out all targets and timescale.

While there have been initial discussions involving the 
commercial team, due to a lack of capacity within the Waste 
team, this project has not been progressed. Some additional 
capacity will be available on Q4 with the appointment of the new 
Deputy community Services manager.

Develop our trade waste services 
and in particular look to the 
opportunities to shift to recycling 
bulky commercial materials and 
service efficiencies

Q4 Q4 - Review of outcomes report. Due in Q4  

Key Deliverable 14_ Approval of Asset Management Strategy (AMS)

Action Description Quarter Milestone Outcome Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q1
Q1 Successful recruitment of Property and Assets 
Manager

Property and Estates Manager now in post

Q3
Q3 Asset Management Strategy Drafted Two working group meetings held and frequency of meetings 

changed to weekly. The CAT policy is going to OSC on 8th Feb 
and then to Exec on 12th.

Q4 Q4 AMS Approval Due in Q4  

Focus on the strategic management 
of our assets to maximise 
commercial opportunities and where 
appropriate ensure acquisition of 
assets with commercial potential

Q4
Q4 ASM implementation and delivery plan drafted 
for 2019-2 budget Due in Q4

 

Key Deliverable 13_ Offer targeted service to Trade Waste customers against bulky and cardboard.
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 Employment, Skills and Social Well-being

Key Deliverable 15_ Social Inclusion

Action Description Quarter Milestone Outcome Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q1

Q1 Annual review of strategic partnerships 
significance.

CLT review of strategic partnerships carried out in Q1.  With 
recapped details about whether CBC is the lead partner and 
whether the partnership is statutory. Annual report to be 
received by Audit and Governance Committee in Q2.

Q2
Q2 Launch council wide social inclusion check list 
to be embedded and used by all departments.

This has been put back to Q4 as SI Board has been revising 
policy and action plan to go to full council.  This needs to 
happen first then roll out check list

Q3 Q3 Social Inclusion Action Plan The Social Inclusion Board meets monthly and the SI action 
plan is reviewed each time.  

To use Council’s resources, partners and 
commitments to ensure relevant assets 
are available to underpin the social 
inclusion policy priorities and programme.

Q4 Q4 Social Inclusion annual report ‘outturn position’. Due in Q4  

Key Deliverable 16_ Social Investment Programme

Action Description Quarter Milestone Outcome Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q1
Q1 Monthly meetings with DWP, PEC, CAB, credit 
union and other relevant orgs to discuss and 
mitigate the impact of digital and financial exclusion.

Monthly meetings continue.   Through meetings the DPA with 
DWP is monitored in relation to Universal Credit full service and 
the impact of welfare reform.

Q1 Q1 Social investment programme priorities agreed 
by Executive. 

Report drafted for Executive Q1.  Executive postponed to Q2 
where're report will be presented for agreement.

Q2
Q2 Financial inclusion project agreed Funding via CCF approved so this constitutes project having 

been agreed, preparation of CCF grant documentation and SLA 
underway

Q4
Q4 Delivery Partnership Agreement annual report 
‘outturn position’.

Due in Q4  

Keep our strong commitment to our 
social inclusion policy through our 
programme of projects and delivery 
through a range of local agencies 
closest to vulnerable residents of 
Copeland.
 
Working closely with our partners we 
aim to keep focused on the impact of 
welfare reform in the borough and 
ensuring available resources are 
targeted to alleviate impact on 
families and individual residents.

Q4 Q4 Social Investment programme annual report 
‘outturn position’.

Due in Q4  
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Key Deliverable 17_ Beacon Education Programme

Action Description Quarter Milestone Outcome Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q1
Q1 Deliver programme and new project New programme and project agreed.  'A brave new world' 

project focusing on the 100 years’ armistice since the end of 
WW1 has engaged with a number of local schools during Q1. 

Q2 Q2 Deliver programme and deliver 1 new project Poppies project  - school and family engagement project for 
remembrance Sunday

Q3
Q3 Review programme and identify additional 
resources

 Review of draft learning Programme awaiting further discussion 
from leadership team. Additional resources/funding streams to 
be finalised

Education and learning approach, in 
collaboration with SL and with West 
Cumbrian Schools to ensuring 
relevance with the national 
curriculum and local interest and 
heritage looking to opportunities to 
expand the offer moving forward.

Q4 Q4 Set priorities for programme next year. Due in Q4  

Key Deliverable 18_ Well Whitehaven

Action Description Quarter Milestone Outcome Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Work with local industry and 
partners to ensure resources are 
leveraged to make a difference to 
the lives of Copeland residents.

Q4 Q4 Year-end reports Due in Q4  

Key Deliverable 19 _Delivery of the Copeland Work and Skills Programme

Action Description Quarter Milestone Outcome Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q1 Q1 Start new work experience pilot Pilot underway with Copeland as a key partner. Match funding 
for 'Raising our Potential' project was committed by CCF in Q1.

Q2 Q2 Realising our potential project launched. Agreed launch date of 1st November

Q3 Q3 Agreed priorities with partners moving forward Priorities agreed with Work and Skills Partnership, plus early 
discussions held with potential funding partners.

Continue with our leadership role 
and facilitation of the Copeland Skills 
and Work Partnership and 
Programme. Identifying and enabling 
focused and complementary projects 
that meet gaps in services needed 
thereby benefitting local residents 
and maintaining local provision of Q4 Q4 New programme developed for next phase of Due in Q4  
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Action Description Quarter Milestone Outcome Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

services. delivery

Key Deliverable 20_Six additional apprentices at Copeland

Action Description Quarter Milestone Outcome Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q1
Q1 Initiate recruitment process Adverts for apprentices were posted in Q1.  Closing date for 

shortlisting is 30th July 2018.

Q2 Q2 apprentices to start 5 External and 1 Internal Apprentice started on 3/9/2018.  

Expand the Copeland Apprentice 
Scheme through a second cohort of 
six apprentices to the Council.

Q3 Q3 Successful completion of 2017/18 progression 
and evaluation.

Evolution completed.  All 6 apprentices in 2017/18 cohort to be 
offered 1 extension to apprenticeship until March 2020.

Key Deliverable 21 _ Health and wellbeing Forum

Action Description Quarter Milestone Outcome Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q1

Q1 regular representation at Copeland Health and 
wellbeing Forum to monitor delivery against Health 
and wellbeing priorities.

Copeland Health and wellbeing Forum continue to meet 
regularly.  In Q1 the forum was expanded, reviewed priorities 
will be drafted and agreed in Q2.

Q2

Q2 Forum priorities reviewed and agreed. Priorities reviewed and agreed three priority projects, these are 
social prescribing project, healthy towns and places and healthy 
weight for all, with a focus on primary children.  The H&WB 
Forum also continue to support alcohol awareness and hoarding 
projects.

Q3

Q3 Evaluating impact of projects  

Using the Copeland Health and 
Wellbeing Forum to ensure health 
and care resources are allocated to 
Copeland and that joint working is 
responsive to local issues and needs 
particularly around physical health 
through our contract with leisure 
providers Greenwich Leisure Limited 
and our range of existing service 
delivery areas which impact on all 
aspects of health and wellbeing.

Q4 Q4 End of year review report. Due in Q4  
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Key Deliverable 22 _ Domestic Abuse & Sexual Exploitation Prevention Project

Action Description Quarter Milestone Outcome Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q1

Q1 Newspaper and social medial released 
promoting the service

Three media campaigns to promote the service have been 
carried out to date, these were in September and December 
2017 and June 2018.  media campaigns have included, press 
releases, TV and radio interviews and social media releases.

Q2

Q1 Quarterly review of service user feedback 
through KPI

This KPI is about closed cases - whilst we have had over 20 
cases only a small number have been closed as the cases are 
complex and lengthy.  Not reviewed in Q4 of 17/18 for that 
reason.  Have agreed questions for survey, unfortunately key 
worker GR is off due to bereavement and so access to cases 
limited and the woman need to hear from GR that this contact 
will be made as they trust her and that trust needs to be 
protected. Set a new target deadline end August for Q1

Q2
Q2 Review effectiveness of referral processes to 
other key support services including Let Go, CAB, 
HAWCs

Meeting held with HAWCs and satisfaction survey undertaken.  
further bid made for extension of services

The Copeland Hub has consolidated 
its role and multi-agency approach 
and we will work to assist in 
developing and growing the 
capability of the Hub to deliver 
increased joint activity and services.

Q4
Q4 Identify funding resources to maintain attention 
km, Due in Q4

 

Key Deliverable 23_ Copeland Hub

Action Description Quarter Milestone Outcome Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q1
Q1 ASB priority action plan Hub and ASB priority planning complete. Supported by Hub 

referral, investigation and partner meetings.

Q2 Q2 Monitoring local statistics Local stats are monitored and reviewed at regular joint meetings  

Q3 Q3Hub project developed Projects (JASS/Future Pathway/Priority Areas/CSP/PSPO's)

The Copeland Hub has consolidated 
its role and multi-agency approach 
and we will work to assist in 
developing and growing the 
capability of the Hub to deliver 
increased joint activity and services.

Q4 Q4 Annual Report Due in Q4  
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Strengthening the way we operate

Key Deliverable 24_ Cyber Security

Action Description Quarter Milestone Outcome Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q1
Q1- Disaster recovery Plan in place for ICT. Industry standard robust back-up solution is now in place.  Data 

backed-up and recoverable from at 3 sites (Copeland Centre, 
Moresby and London)

Q1
Q1- Network Security model implemented Industry standard network security model has now been 

implemented , this limits he of a virus to cause damage across 
the estate.

Q1
Q1- PSN remediation work completed and 
accreditation.

PSN remediation works largely complete.  PSN accreditation 
awarded in Q1 meaning CBC have met the criteria and have 
been re-connection to government departments.

Q1 Q1- Reconvening of ICT Strategy working group ICT Strategy working group reconvened and had initial 
meetings.

Q1
Q1- weekly patch tests to windows based systems 
established

All windows based applications and support systems are  
patched weekly with security and critical updates (Patch 
Tuesday)

Q1 Q1-Monitoring systems on place for network Improved monitoring systems are now in place which will alert 
ICT staff to any unusual system behaviour.

Q1
Q1-Weekly Communications to all staff Weekly communications e-mails established to inform all staff of 

cyber security activity and updates and necessary good practice 
and procedures.

Q2

Q2 Draft ICT Strategy First draft of strategy reviewed by CLT and main principles 
agreed.  Further stakeholder feedback is being sought with the 
next draft of strategy to be reviewed by CLT by the end of the 
calendar year.

Q2
Q2-Plan in place for systems update, upgrade or 
alternative solutions plan in place

assessment carried out and plan in place to determine whether 
all of our business application and systems need an upgrade, 
update or alternative solution.

Q3 Q3 - update on delivery against improvement plan New permanent ICT Manager appointed.

To maintain attention on Cyber 
Security during 2018/19 completing 
the programme of change required 
to reduce our risk and ensure our 
new network is embedded. To 
review all business applications and 
support systems  and  determine 
whether an update, upgrade or 
alternative system solution is 
required.

Q4 Q4 ICT Strategy Agreed Due in Q4 V.0.2 of draft strategy to be reviewed by CLT by end of the 
calendar year.
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Key Deliverable 25_ Uniform Document Management System from IDOX

Action Description Quarter Milestone Outcome Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q1 Q1- IDOX project initiated and delivery plan agreed Project begun, some slippage due to staffing issue at IDOX.  
Project delivery plan drafted and agreed by CLT in Q1

Q2 Q2 - IDOX hosted system built and training begun. System built and training of key staff is underway.

Q3

Q3 - Training delivered and data migration 
underway.

Training delivery – some additional needs identified.  Plan in 
place to meet these in February. 
 
Data Migration – underway.

To improve processed and delivery 
of planning, building control and land 
charges functions

Q4 Q4Implementation of 'Uniform' doc mgmt. system 
from IDOX. Due in Q4  

Key Deliverable 26_ Website Refit

Action Description Quarter Milestone Outcome Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q1 Q1-Initial restart of website project Interim Technical Project Manager appointed and website 
project restarted. 

Q2

Q2- Website project plan to be finalised Head of Governance and Commercial assigned project lead for 
website refit.
2 phase approach to website refit and digitisation of services 
agreed CLT in Q2. Initial work commenced on revised PID and 
outline business case. 

Q3
Q3 Revised draft PID and outline business case 
completed for 2 phase approach to website refit and 
digitisation of services.

Ph1 for improvement to home and landing pages, 
responsiveness and taxonomy completed within PID and 
Tender specification

To deliver a new fit for purpose 
website able to meet our customer 
strategy requirements of fully 
accessible groups of services 
available by a district council.

Q4
Q4 -Phase 1 of website refit completed - redesign, 
content review and increased to functionality of our 
current webpage.

Due in Q4
Q3 - As at Jan, tender awarded and project timescale submitted. 
Redesign of home page in progress.  Completion schedules by 
March 2019
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Key Deliverable 27_GIS uplift to hosted site

Action Description Quarter Milestone Outcome Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q1 Q1- Enterprise License agreement and SLA in 
place for ARC online GIS system

 The GIS is central tin much of the 
Councils intelligence and operation 
and the processes of upgrading will 
be completed in 2018/19

Q3

Q3- Priority layers of GIS system pushed up to ARC 
GIS online system and available to staff.

Significant progress on the GIS Migration project has been 
made, however the task has not been completed during Q3 
owing to prioritisation of Idox project.  There is some work 
remaining and issues to be resolved in relation to access to an 
Aerial photograph for UK web mapping and tasks to be 
completed to ensure Idox migration to ensure that GIS layers 
are made available to and from Idox.
 Expectation is that GIS should be ready for staff by the end of 
March

Key Deliverable 28_Modgov upgrade

Action Description Quarter Milestone Outcome Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q1 Q1 Scoping for Modgov project Project Brief agreed

Q2
Q2 Advanced Modgov training for Electoral and 
Democratic Services staff

Training undertaken by Dem Services Staff in July 2018

Q3

Q3Train the trainer training for staff to be able to 
cascade learning in-house

In-house training provided to CLT
2 sessions planned for Feb 19 as part of the Core Training 
Directory for all other Managers or report writer to attend.

The Modgov system will be fully 
embedded in the Council in 2018/19.

Q4
Q4 In-house staff and member training provided on 
Modgov ongoing review of usage and uptake Due in Q4
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Key Deliverable 29 _Data protection

Action Description Quarter Milestone Outcome Note Overall Progress of 
Key Deliverable

Q1

Q1 Refreshed data protection policy and GDPR 
preparations completed. Training offered to elected 
members.

Refreshed Data Protection Policy approved in Q1.
GDPR preparations made for26.05.18 launch.
Information Asset Register now in place.
GDPR training provided for members during September, 
November and July.
 42/50 members trained to date and a further training session is 
planned in August for remaining members. 

Q2

Q2 Mandatory Data Protection and GDPR 
compliance training to all staff

Mandatory training offered to all staff and Members and 
apprentices.  80% take-up rate for staff, 70% for members and 
100% for apprentices.
  Further training courses to accommodate those who did not 
attend the first time and subsequent new starters will be run 
again.

Q3

Q3 updated Document retention and disposal policy 
agreed.

The Document Retention and Disposal policy was updated in 
May 2017 for GDPR. A follow-up review, 1 year later, will be 
carried out in Q4.

To manage the challenges of 
national policy developments and 
global issues including data 
protection, information management 
and cyber security.

Q4 Q4 Refreshed Information Management Strategy Due in Q4  
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Key Performance Indicator Value at 
end of Q3

Target for 
Q3

Value Vs 
Target at 
end of Q3

Was the 
target 
for Q3 
met?

How does this compare to 
Q3 in 2017/18?

Analysis of Q3 performance and 
notes from Managers

Overall 
ANNUAL 

target for 
this KPI

KPI 1.1  Percentage of Council Tax collected 83.98% 71.25% 12.73%

87.21% collected by Q3 of 2017/18

95%

KPI 1.2  Number empty homes <6months 
brought back into use

33 8.75 24.25

29 empty homes brought back into 
use at end of Q3 2017/18

33 is the total for Q3. Combined year to 
date is 59 homes brought back into use

35

KPI 3.1  Percentage of Non-domestic Rates 
Collected

94.48% 74.02% 20.46%

95.04% collected by Q3 2017/18
0.56% difference

98.70%

KPI 3.4 Number of apprenticeships within 
the Council each year

8 6 2

8 apprentices in Q3 of 2017/18

6

KPI 3.5 a_ Speed of processing - new HB 
claims

12.5 22 -9.5

New HB and CTRS claims took a 
combined average of 36.22 days to 

process in Q3 of 2017/18 

22

KPI 3.5 b_ Speed of processing - new CTR 
claims

20.81 22 -1.19

As KPI 3.5a

22

KPI 3.8 Homeless relief cases 92% 90% 2%

Baseline measure for 2018/19

90%

KPI 3.9 Domestic Abuse Project 100:% 95:% 5:%

Baseline measure for 2018/19

95:%

KPI 4.1 Percentage of complaints resolved at 
stage one

93.00% 90.00% 3.00%

81.33% complaints resolved at 
stage one in Q3 of 2017/18

90.00%

KPI 4.4b Percentage CTAX collected using 
DDeb payment method

61.9% 60% 1.9%

Baseline measure for 2018/19

60%

Key Performance Indicators
Performance Report for Quarter 3 of 2018/19

Appendix B
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Key Performance Indicator Value at 
end of Q3

Target for 
Q3

Value Vs 
Target at 
end of Q3

Was the 
target 
for Q3 
met?

How does this compare to 
Q3 in 2017/18?

Analysis of Q3 performance and 
notes from Managers

Overall 
ANNUAL 

target for 
this KPI

KPI 5.1 Percentage of 'major' planning 
applications determined within 13 weeks

100.00% 65.00% 35.00%

100% achieved in Q3 of 2017/18

65.00%

KPI 5.2 Percentage of planning 'minor' 
planning applications determined within 8 
weeks

98.00% 80.00% 18.00%

95.28% achieved in Q3 2017/18

80.00%

KPI 5.3 Percentage of 'other' applications 
determined within 8 weeks

97.60% 80.00% 17.60%

95.75% achieved in Q3 of 2017/18

80.00%

KPI 1.3  Number of new homes approved 43 75 -32

42 new homes approved in Q3 of 
2017/18

The annual target for this KPI is set by 
central government at 300.  At the end 
of Q3 the total number of new homes 
APPROVED in Copeland over quarters 
1,2 and 3 is 180.
This compares to a cumulative total of 
58 new homes built by the end of the 
same period (Q3) in 2017/18.

300

KPI 1.4  Number of new homes built 28 75 -47

40 new homes built in Q3 of 
2017/18

At the end of Q3 the total number of 
NEW homes built in Copeland over 
quarters 1,2and 3 is 76.

300

KPI 1.5 Number of AFFORDABLE homes 
BUILT

0 11.25 -11.25

No affordable homes built in Q3 of 
2017/18

At the end of Q3 the total number of 
AFFORDABLE homes built in Copeland 
over quarters 1,2and 3 is 0.

35

KPI 1.6  Number of new executive homes 
built

8 11.25 -3.25

11 new executive homes built in Q3 
of 2017/18

At the end of Q3 the total number of 
new EXECUTIVE homes built in Copeland 
over quarters 1,2and 3 is 26.

45

KPI 1.7 External funding for Economic 
Development Secured

£265000.00 £375000.00 -£110000.00
£5100000.00 was committed from 
the Well Whitehaven programme at 
end of Q3 2017/18

Second tranche Well Whitehaven - 
£200k

SL Social Impact programme - £65k

£500,000.00

KPI 2.1 Additional income generated through 
Commercial activity

£0.00 £139000.00 -£139000.00 End of year figure will be presented 
in Q4.

KPI will be reported as an end of year 
figure.

£139000.00
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Key Performance Indicator Value at 
end of Q3

Target for 
Q3

Value Vs 
Target at 
end of Q3

Was the 
target 
for Q3 
met?

How does this compare to 
Q3 in 2017/18?

Analysis of Q3 performance and 
notes from Managers

Overall 
ANNUAL 

target for 
this KPI

KPI 3.6 a_ Speed of processing - changes of 
circumstances for HB claims

11.98 10 1.98

Change of circs. HB and CTRS 
claims took a combined average of 

22.62 days to process in Q3 of 
2017/18 

10

KPI 3.6 b_ Speed of processing - changes of 
circumstances for CTR claims

11.36 10 1.36

As KPI 3.6a

10

KPI 4.2 Percentage of Freedom of 
information requests resolved within 
timescale

84.00% 90.00% -6.00%

83.87% in Q3 of 2017/18

• 182 new FOI requests received and 
validated.
 
156 responded to within 20 working day 
timeframe, equates to 84% - in red but 
in part due to dual role working of IMO 
in Dec 2018 and likely to continue to 
impact upon 2019 - Q1 returns. 

90.00%

KPI 4.3 a_ Percentage of household waste 
sent for reuse, recycling and composting  
(NI192)

39.00% 40.00% -1.00%

35.57% in Q3 of 2017/18

Data for Q3 is incomplete and the 39% 
includes only to end November. The 
figure reflects the end of the seasonal 
garden waste service and a slight 
reduction in kerbside tonnages which 
have recovered in December and early 
January. The target for the year end 
remains achievable.  

40.00%

KPI 4.3 b_ Percentage reduction in residual 
household waste

5.5% 6:% 0.5% Data is April to Nov only as data for 
December is not yet available. 

6:%

KPI 4.4a Percentage of NDR collected using 
DDeb payment method

34.21% 60% -25.79%

Baseline measure for 2018/19

Many businesses prefer to pay by CHAPS or 
BACS rather than direct debit. 

60%
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The Council also monitor a number of data trends which are outside of the influence of the Council, however they are of interest to the Council in 
relation to the achievement of its strategic ambitions.  Details for Quarter three are listed in the following table;

Data Monitor list - These measures are not within CBC influence or control, therefor monitored only in support of our corporate 
priorities.

Value at end of Q3 2018/19

Number of empty business premises within the borough. 205

Number of new businesses within the borough. (New business registrations) 31
Number of repeat homelessness cases.in 2 years 6

Number of homelessness cases where Welfare Reform is a factor. 8
Number of Domestic Violence Incidents with a repeat victim. 310 Incidents in Q3, of which 143 

incidents involved a repeat victim.  This is 
a 46% rate
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